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Abstract: 
The inclusive production of single Higgs boson at a photon-photon collider is studied 

under the effective W boson approximation. The W boson distribution in a photon is 
determined. The cross section is much larger than this from the photon-photon fusion and 
this means that a nice opportunity for studying heavy Higgs boson can be provided at XLC. 
where photon beams may be obtained via Compton-backscattering of laser photons off the 
initial e + e ~ beams. 



Experimental studies have shown that the electroweak interaction can be understood 

well within the standard model, where such interaction is mediated by photon and massive 

vector bosons H* and Z. In spite of the great succeses of the standard model our under

standing of the electroweak gauge symmetry breaking, which is responsible for the masses 

of the vector boson W and Z, is far from complete. In the standard model this breaking 

is caused by the Higgs phenomena, a neutral Higgs boson is predicted as the remnant of 

the symmetry breaking. Hence the study of the properties of the Higgs boson is important 

for understanding the symmetry breaking. So far, the Higgs boson has not been found 

yet. In principle one can study the Higgs boson by exploring the effects with the virtual 

presence of the Higgs boson in loop corrections and by using precise experimental data, 

like the data from LEP. However, due to the screening theorem by Veltman[l] such study 

is mostly impossible. Therefore it seems that the study of the Higgs boson is only possible 

if the Higgs boson is produced at furture colliders. 

In this work we study the inclusive single Higgs production at a photon-photon collider. 

It has been shown through the works by I. Gingzburg et al.[2, that energetic photon 

beams can be obtained at a e+e~ collider through backscattering of laser photons off the 

initial c+c~ beams. The photon beams contain more hard photons than these in William-

Weizsacker approximation and the overall luminosity is roughly the same of the r + e ~ 

collider. Such a photon-photon collider provides in the furture a new place for studing 

particle physics. Throughout our work we will assume that the polarization of the photon 

beams are not observed and the Higgs boson is heavy. At a photon-photon collider a Higgs 

boson H can be produced through photon-photon fusion: 

t + t^H (1) 

This process occures at least at one loop level in the standard model and is studied in 

detail in Ref.[3). Higgs bosons can also be produced in a inclusive manner: 

-y + - . - , # + X (2) 
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At tree level and at the leading order of a. two processes contribute to the process (2): 

7 + 7 - » W * + + U r - + tf. (3.«) 

and: 

T + t — t + i+H (3.6) 

We neglect the contributions from the processes with light fermions. Because the longitu

dinal polarization vector of a W boson behaves as proportional to the energy carried by 

the W boson, one can expect that the process (3.a) is the dominant in (2), if the Higgs 

boson is haevy. Especially, in the leading order of the Higgs mass M//, the cross section 

for the process (3.a) hence also for (2) can approximately be writtten in a factorized form: 

*h +1-^H + X) ft 2 / d z l d z 2 F l v ( z i ) F ^ ( z 2 ) a ( W l + W[ - H) (4) 

Here WL ~ denotes a longitudinal polarized R r + ( - ) boson. The distribution function 

F[* (z) is represented as the probability to find in a photon a W*(or W[) with a energy 

fraction z of the energy carried by the photon. The approximation in (4) is the so called 

effective W boson appoximation, it is shown[4.5,6] that this appoximation is a powerful 

tool to study relevant processes. 

The distribution function for W boson in a fermion is well known. However the 

distribution function F^(z) is unknown. We will at first calculate it. In general the \Y 

boson distribution can be derivated in analogy to Williams-Weizsacker appoximation as 

done for the distr ibution in a fermion. Here we will follow another way to derivate it. We 

will calculate it at the leading order of o from the definition given in Ref.[6j. Jn Ref.[6] 

the effective W boson approximation in hadron-hadron collisions is analysed at the leading 

order of the electroweak interaction but at every order of the strong coupling constant. In 

this analysis the definition of the W boson distribution can be obtained. The definition is 

given in a axial gauge with the axial vector n** = (n+ ,n~,tij) — (0,1.0). The advantage 
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for choosiiig this gauge is that only the physical degrees cf freedom appear as poles of 

propagators. Parameterizing the Higgs doublet in tne standard model as: 

/ itv(x) \ 
C { X ) = \ ^ i P o + ^ ) + *•--(*» ) [ 0 ) 

the probablity to find a longitudinally polarized IV boson with momentum component i t + 

in a particle with momentum / " ' = ( P + ,P~,0) is: 

i r / " ( r ) = — / dx~r'k * <P|«r t (0)«-(x" = ( 0 . x - . O ) ) | P > (6) 

where k+ — zP+. The average over spin, color., etc for the state \P > is understood- This 

definition holds at the leading order of a but at every order of o , . The distribution obtained 

in this way is also called the scaling distribution, in which the terms with positive power 

of the masses like M\\- are neglected. In the gauge given above the propagators for the 

charged Higgs w(x) and the IV boson field I V ( x ) are given in Ref.[6] and there is a mixing 

between the fields tv(x) and I V ( j ) . With this definition it is much easier to calculate the 

distributions than to derivate them in analog to William-Weizsacker approximation. We 

calculated the distribution for a longitudinal polarized IV boson in a unpolarized photon 

directly from Eq.(6). The calculation is straightfroward. Remarkabily is that there is a 

ultraviolet divergence at the leading order, in contrast to the distributions in a fermion. 

where the ultraviolet, divergence does not appear in the longitudinal distribution but only 

appears in the transversal distribution[6]. This divergence is compensated by a counter-

term and the renormalization is needed. With MS renormalization we obtain: 

Here // is the renormalization scale. It is interesting to note, if one had derivaferl the 

distribution in the spirit of William-Weizsacker approximation, one would not meet the 

divergence and would have instead of fi some scale proportional to the energy carried by 

the photon. We will however choose the scale // as MH for our later results. With Eq.(7) 

we can estimate the cross section in Eq.(4). 
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At the leading order of A#n the cross section o(W£ + W[ —» H) is: 

"("7+"7 -»#> = »( — ) *(*-A/J) <$> 

where i is the square of the C.M.S. energy carried by the W bosons. We will compare the 

inclusive Higgs production in Eq( 2) with the exclusive one in Eq.( 1) and the cross section 

for the process in Eq.(l) is: 

<r(-> + -: _» H) = 1 ( ^ ) \G(M„)\7S(i - M2

H) (9) 

Here s is the square of the C.M.S. energy carried by the photons. The function G{MH ) is 

a sum of two parts, one comes from W loop contribution to the fusion in Eq.(2). the other 

comes from top quark loop contribution. The detailed form of G(MH) can be found in 

Ref.[7] and also in Ref.[3j. If the Higgs boson is heavy, the contribution of the top quark 

loop is suppressed by M^2 and: 

G ( A / H ) - 2 ? MH ^ o c (10) 

In our numerical results we will take the exact form of G(MH)-

Now we consider the case where the photon beams are obtained at a c + e ~ collider in 

the way mentioned at the begining. In this case, the cross section for process (1) at the 

e + c ~ collider is then: 

ai = /rf.r,</jr2F7(x,)F-,(x2)<7(7 + 7 - # ) ( ID 

with » — X]X2.$ and .s = 4 £ 2 , E is the energy of the electron. The cross section for the 

process in Eq.(2) under the effective W boson approximation is: 

aw =2 / ^ i ^ F , ( . r , ) F , ( . r 2 ) Idzidz2F^'(zi)Fiv(z2MW^W[ -» H) (12) 
J X\ X2 J 

with .5 = xix 22]2 2.5. In Eq.(ll) and (12) we use the index / and W to indicate the cross 

section for the exclusive production of the process in (1) and for the inclusive production 
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of the process in (2) with the effective W boson approximation. For our numerical results 

we take the laser photon with energy 1.26eV and the photon-electron conversion factor to 

be 1. The mass of the top quark was taken as HOGeY. The detailed form of the photon 

spectrum F-^(x) can be found in Ref.[2|. Assumming a e + e ~ collider with Js — 2TeY. we 

obtained the numerical results for <r» and <T/. which are presented in Fig.l. It is interesting 

to note that the aw is much larger than <7/ in the considered mass range of the Higgs boson, 

although the both cross sections are at the same order of a and are proportional to Mff 

at the leading order. For A/// = oOOGeV aw = 0.3pb and it is roughly 3000 bigger than 

Of. The reason for smaller ?/ is that at the considered mass values the photons for the 

fusion are relative softer than these in the process (2). Assumming the luminosity to be 

10fb~ per year at the e + e ~ collider, several thousands Higgs bosons can be produced and 

it gives a good chance to study them. We also obtained numerical results for y/s = lTeY. 

Because of the restrication of the phase space both cross sections are small, for the value 

of MH from 400 to 800GeV o\\- varies from order of 10~ 2 to \0~* in pb, while a/ varies 

from order of 1 0 - 5 to 1 0 - 3 in pb. In general one can also consider that the cross sections 

can be enhanced by using polarized photon beams, but such enhancement may not change 

the order of the magnitudes here. 

In this work we show within the effective W boson approximation that a fairly large 

number of the Higgs boson can be produced at a photon-photon collider. The distribution 

for longitudinally polarized W bosons in a photon is also determined. The application of 

the distribution is not only restricted to the case here but also useful for other relevant 

processes. For example, one can apply this distribution to estimate the cross section of 

inclusive two Higgs bosons productions. The exclusive production occures at one loop 

level and is studied in [8]. For the approximation one should however keep in mind that 

the accuracy of the effective W boson approximation depends strongly on the relevant 

energy scale, in our case on the mass of the Higgs boson. If the energy scale is not enough 

large comparing to Mw, the corrections can be large and even at the same order of the 
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magnitude as the contribution estimated with the approximation. 
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Figure Caption 

Fig.l. The cross sections as functions of the Higgs mass. The line is for <7\y, the 

dashed line is for aj. 
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Fig.l 
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